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ABOUT US
Bonista Architecture Group is a full-service architecture firm based in Tehran. 
We believe each project is unique and driven by the client, the function, and 
site. We collaborate with our clients to create highly functional spaces that are 
thoughtfully designed and cost-effective. We get to know our client  your unique 
story, perspective, challenges and dreams. We have designed numerous office 
projects, dozens of custom homes, commercial projects and  restaurants. We 
take the time to listen to your vision and seek to understand your goals with the 
project. Led by a licensed architect, our experienced team can seamlessly guide a 
project from concept to completion. With a background in construction we have 
a unique perspective on the industry. We can work alongside the contractor and 
develop the project while also keeping in mind your timeframe and budget.
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FACADE
facade is an integral piece to the 
overall design of a building. It 
provides the opportunity to cre-
ate a personality and character 
to a building. Facades can come 
in many shapes and sizes, and it 
is really a chance for the archi-
tect to showcase their talent by 

bringing a building to life.
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Client:Mr.Mohajerani
Location:Tehran-darrous
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Client:Mr.Taheri
Location:tehran
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Client:Mr.Taherkhani
Location:Tehran
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Client:Mr.halvaee
Location:Tehran_tisfoon
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Client:Mr.farahani
Location:Tehran_pasdaran
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Client:Mr.Khesali
Location:Tehran-tehranpars
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Client:Mr.Ehghaghi
Location:Tehran-Marzdaran
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Client:Mr.Ehghaghi
Location:Tehran-darrous
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INTERIOR

Interior design is the art and science of enhancing the 
interior of a building to achieve a healthier and more 
aesthetically pleasing environment for the people using 

the space. 
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Client:Mr.Fadavi
Location:Tehran-Pasdaran
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Client:Mr.Nourozi
Location:Shiraz



Client:Mr.Faraji
Location:Ariyashahr



Client:Mr.Abarghoee
Location:Yousefabad
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Client:Mr.Mohaherani
Location:Tehran-Pasdaran
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Client:Mr.Mohaherani
Location:Tehran-Pasdaran
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LOBBY



6968 Client:Mr.Baghaee
Location:Tehran-Ajoudaniyeh
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Client:Mr.Fadavi
Location:Tehran-Pasdaran
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SWINNING POOL & GYM

Client:Mr.Esmaeili
Location:Tehran-Ajoudaniyeh
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Client:Mr.Esmaeili
Location:Tehran-Ajoudaniyeh
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Client:Mr.Baghaee
Location:Tehran-Ajoudaniyeh
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Client:Mr.Derakhshani
Location:Kelardasht
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Client:Mr.Derakhshani
Location:Kelardasht
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COMMERCIAL & OFFICE
Commercial interior design refers to the interior 
design done in commercial spaces, such as offic-
es, retail spaces, restaurants, lobbies, and other 
public spaces. Commercial interior design can 
create visually interesting spaces that follow a 
specific theme or bring an interesting twist to an 
otherwise unremarkable space.
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Client:Mr.Imani
Location:Tehran-Kamraniyeh
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Client:Mr.Taherkhani
Location:Tehran
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Client:Mr.Nourozi
Location:Esfehan
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Client:Mr.Taheri
Location:Tehran
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Client:Mr.Nourozi
Location:Shiraz

Client:Mr.Roshanfkr
Location:Tehran-Pasdaran
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Client:Mr.Molaee
Location:Tehran-Jordan
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Client:Mr.Ameri
Location:Hormoz Island
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Client:Mr.Rahimi
Location:Bahman Sq
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Client:Mr.Esmaeili
Location:Tehran-Tehranpars
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VILLA

Villa designs take varied directions when one comes to design the 
space allocation. There are many more features and functions that 
can be brought to the table internally and also externally.After dis-
cussions with clients we analyse the client’s wish list and also pro-
pose new ideas and functions that may be interesting and exciting 
for the clients to integrate in their new home. Whether the budget 
for a project is of high value or moderate value, we mix materials 
and features within the space internally and externally to give the 

impression that more of an investment was made. 

Client:Mr.Nabid
Location:Nowshahr
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Client:Mr.Yousefan
Location:Tehran-Pardis
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Client:Mr.Rostami
Location:Savadkoh
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Client:Mr.Nourozi
Location:Shiraz
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Client:Mr.Ghaedi
Location:Fars
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LANDSCAPE

Landscape design  integrates a wide va-
riety of elements to achieve functional 
and beautiful spaces for outdoor liv-
ing.A well-executed landscape design 
increases not only the enjoyment of a 
home, but the actual square footage of 

valuable usable space.
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Client:Mr.Abasirad
Location:Boshehr
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Client:Mr.Jabbari
Location:Tehran-Gheytariyeh



www.bonista.ir
info@bonista.ir

No.4 , Dashtestan 2 , Pasdaran Ave , Tehran  Iran
021 22876239 - 021 26711974


